Chiral encapsulation by directional interactions.
The complexation of chiral guests in the cavity of dimeric self-assembled chiral capsule 1(2) was studied by using NMR spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography. Capsule 1(2) has walls composed of amino acid backbones forming numerous directional binding sites that are arranged in a chiral manner. The polar character of the interior dictates the encapsulation preferences towards hydrophilic guests and the ability of the capsule to extract guests from water into an organic phase. Chiral discrimination towards hydroxy acids was evaluated by using association constants and competition experiments, and moderate de values were observed (up to 59 %). Complexes with one or two guest molecules in the cavity were formed. For 1:1 complexes, solvent molecules are coencapsulated; this influences guest dynamics and makes the chiral recognition solvent dependent. Reversal of the preferences can be induced by coencapsulation of a nonchiral solvent in the chiral internal environment. For complexes with two guests, filling of the capsule's internal space can be very effective and packing coefficients of up to 70 % can be reached. The X-ray crystal structure of complex 1(2) superset((S)-6)(2) with well-resolved guest molecules reveals a recognition motif that is based on an extensive system of hydrogen bonds. The optimal arrangement of interactions with the alternating positively and negatively charged groups of the capsule's walls is fulfilled by the guest carboxylic groups acting simultaneously as hydrogen-bond donors and acceptors. An additional guest molecule interacting externally with the capsule reveals a possible entrance mechanism involving a polar gate. In solution, the structural features and dynamic behavior of the D(4)-symmetric homochiral capsule were analyzed by variable-temperature NMR spectroscopy and the results were compared with those for the S(8)-symmetric heterochiral capsule.